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Mission Statement

W

e believe in utilizing technology to make things
simple and easy to use. We believe in thinking
ahead and delivering products or services that
can fit well with upcoming future technologies. Our
mission is to maximize the rewards of our diversity and
delivery capabilities by providing end to end solutions,
which are easy to maintain and upgrade. Modular
programming approach to provide innovative and easily
manageable solutions, enabling customers all over the
world to benefit from our services and products.
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CEO’s Message
As we get ready to usher in the new millennium replete with the new
opportunities and challenges, it is becoming increasingly evident that the world will
continue to shrink through the process of globalization and advances in the
information technology. Those nations which have excelled in the past have done it
by pushing the knowledge frontier outwards making it even more imperative for
those who have lagged behind due to one reason or another to catch up and to do it
fast. This catching up however requires improvement in the existing endowment of
human resources and closing of the knowledge gap. The challenges of the coming
century demand that knowledge based programs are initiated where information
technology plays a central role.

Pakistan like other developing countries of the world is way behind in
acquiring, absorbing, and communicating latest knowledge. An effective and
efficient role on the part of private sector is the need of the next era, which
is unambiguously the era of information technology. Let us join hands, to
equip our new generation with the basic ingredients of the next millennium
as this is our first and for most obligations for a prosperous Pakistan.

Shahid Ali
CEO
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General Overview
Sleek Systems (Pvt) Ltd is a SECP registered organization, which is led by a
group of IT & Networking experts, Solar Power Technologist and Mechanical
Technicians enjoying their offices in almost all major cities of Pakistan. Sleek
Systems (Pvt) Ltd had restructured their sphere of activity in Jul 2010. In 2011, the
group entered in the education sector too with the name of SCOPS (Sleek College Of
Professional Studies). Sleek Power Intelligence becomes the part of the Sleek Group
in 2013. Sleek Systems (Pvt) Ltd is working both at wholesale and retail level
markets, offering Solar Power System Solutions, Diesel Generators, CCTV Security
Camera, Multimedia Projectors, Computers, Scanners, Printers, Networking and
related accessories, Online Applications and Software. Besides we are enjoying an
active network in Pakistan, to ensure best services to our esteemed customers.
Keeping in pace with the growing needs of its customers, Sleek Systems has
emerged as the leading “Complete Solution Company” in Pakistan, fully geared to
handle complex projects on turnkey basis. The company being deal in major
computer manufacturer HP/COMPAQ, DELL, ACER, INTEL, MICROSOFT, SONY and
LAN / WAN connectivity solution companies like HP, D Link, TP Link & AMP obtains an
edge over other organizations. Over and above the existing capabilities, Sleek
Systems is also Deal in CISCO Systems, additional support in APC, Alpha, UPS, and
HEWLETT PACKARD PRINTERS extends the accessibility of the company by providing
it an edge over similar ones, to serve and satisfy our customers in much professional
manners.

Company History:
Sleek Systems (Pvt) Ltd was founded in 2010 by a Group of IT, Networking
and Finance Professionals. The Company, one of the best in Pakistan for selling
HP/COMPAQ, DELL, SONY, ACER, INTEL, MICROSOFT, APC, ALPHA, CISCO, BAYNET,
D-LINK, TP-LINK, AMP and providing power generation & software solutions, has now
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been developed into an organization with in-built competence to meet industrial
growth & demand pertaining to multifarious areas encompassing networking, multidimensional needs of National/Multi-National organizations.
The company has a full fledge Engineering department, in order to cater highdemands of services for organizations seeking for professional consultants.
Keeping in pace with the growing needs of its customers, Sleek Systems has
emerged as the leading “Complete Solution Provider Company” in Pakistan, fully
geared to handle complex projects on turnkey basis.

Management Hierarchy
The company based on three tier management hierarchy.
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Corporate Governance
We are committed to excellence in corporate governance, transparency and
accountability. This is essential for the long term performance and sustainability of
our Company, and to protect and enhance the interests of our shareholders and
other stakeholders. We regularly review our governance arrangements as well as
developments in market practice, expectations and regulation. The Company’s
corporate governance system is based on the Board of Directors including NonExecutive Directors, which is responsible for deciding important operational matters
for the whole Group and monitoring the execution of business by Directors, and
External Auditors and Internal Auditors, which are independent from the Board of
Directors and responsible for auditing the performance of duties by Directors.

Social Responsibility
Sleek Systems — a responsible corporate citizen- fully recognizes its
Responsibility towards:* The countries and societies it deals with
* The environment it operates in
* The people it works with
This philosophy translates into action in the shape of three, guiding C principles:* Conviction for doing well
* Commitment to nature
* Courage to nurture
First class business in a first class way!
We strive to conduct our business in the most professional and ethical way possible.
While we do work to earn profits for our shareholders, but we never compromise
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that with our high standard of ethics and morals, and, the paramount interest of all
of our stakeholders.
Customers lead our business
The orientation of our business is towards customers and their superior satisfaction.
We cater to the global markets with products that are mass customized yet suit the
individual needs of the respective consumer. Our products reflect our high
standards and are developed and modified through persistent innovation while
keeping in focus the dynamic needs of the most discerning of the users.
People are one of the most important assets
We recognize that one of our most important assets is our people, who work in our
business, and, also, to a large extent the people who work for our business. We
strive to constantly improve their standards as far as possible through our own
Human Resource Management and Training systems. To us our people are also one
of the most important stakeholders in our business. With this approach we try to
provide a sustainable standard of living for them and offer them good working
conditions.
We recognize the important role of technology in developing business. We
continuously strive to use the appropriate utilization of cutting edge technology --both in our processes as well as operations.

Quality Policy
Sleek Systems is committed to “Total Customer Satisfaction” through Quality
in Product Support & Services, under strict compliance with Quality Management
System.
Management responsibility is to provide direct leadership and resources to
ensure continued conformance with the Quality system requirement. Our mission is
to supply our customer with on-time delivery of products, which are of the best
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possible Quality and consistently meet their design specifications and performance
criteria.
A cornerstone of Sleek Systems Quality Policy is the excellence in product
quality and customer service is the result of collective effort and commitment from all
its team members. This commitment to quality shall be realized from the after-sales
support.

OUR DEDICATED TEAM OF PROFESSIONALS IS BEYOND DOUBT, OUR MOST
IMPORTANT ASSET.

Research & Development
With the cooperation and assistance of our Principals, our Research and
Development cell is constantly working to develop specialized solutions for the unique
and critical requirements of our customers. Such solutions are fully tried and tested
in real environment created in our Labs & Workshops before being implemented. The
R&D cell is equally geared to work and develop new ideas and solutions from the
market feedback.

After Sale Services
Sleek

Systems

is

continuously

endeavoring

to

achieve

par

excellence

standards of after sale services and maintenance with fully equipped computer
engineering laboratory. These Labs are staffed by qualified hardware and software
engineers and technicians at our facilities. All installations are back up with full
warranty and subsequently by a comprehensive maintenance plan. We cater for
repairs and maintenance of all kind of Generators, hardware, networks and
peripherals.
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Our Objectives
To optimize the level of customer satisfaction by meeting the growing office
automation needs of the millennium, and developing the organization with in-built
competence to meet industrial growth and demand pertaining to multifarious areas
encompassing

networking,

multidimensional

needs

of

National/Multi-National

organizations.
The Company has the mission to render best possible and current solutions in
the field of information technology, Solar Technology and GENSET Power Generation.
We strive to offer our sale, services and advisories support to our customers to their
entire satisfaction. The company has the aims to establish a foot holds as an
organization to serve every one the best without compromising the professional
standards as well as maintaining pleasant reputation with clients.
We wish to promote connectivity solutions, communications and awareness of
personal computing by maintaining our standards and with our team of professionals
in different segments.
Presently the application of solar power technology in Pakistan is growing at a
very fast rate. Our objective is to keep pace with the developments in Information
Technology by introducing the latest and state of art products and advanced concepts
of data processing systems.

Consultancy
We at Sleek Systems (Pvt) Ltd provide consultancy on a turn-key solution
basis in the field of power generation sector, networking and communications,
multimedia, hardware, software, data processing and database management. The
services include; engineering, design, planning & installation of the products and
services. Our presales consultancy and expert advice has benefited many clients in
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the implementation of the solutions. We believe that customers are a long-term
business partner and strive to meet the requirements swiftly and professionally.

Maintenance, Support and Training Plan
We support our “Nationwide Customer Base” by providing personalized service
(including parts, repairs, training and technical support) in a manner that would yield
the following results:
* Enhance customer’s productivity through comprehensive product knowledge and
user training.
* Maintain highest level of uptime.
* Provide quickest possible response time to the customers.
* Provide low cost of maintenance to the customers.
* Enhance product life by offering preventive maintenance and extended warranty
plans to the customers.
* A high degree of customer satisfaction.
Sleek Systems in coordination with its principals performs all necessary
hardware and software maintenance services for computer systems, Gensets and
Solar

products

during

the

warranty

period

and

subsequently

under

annual

maintenance contract. The maintenance services include the following three
categories:
Preventive Maintenance: Preventive maintenance is performed periodically, which
includes all cleaning, lubrication, inspection, testing, alignment and replacement of
parts necessary to minimize equipment failure and extend its useful life.
Updates: All hardware engineering fixes and updates supplies by the manufacturers
of the quoted equipment are installed with approval from the customer. Similarly, all
software updates are implemented by Sleek Systems.
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Corrective Maintenance: Corrective maintenance is performed promptly and
efficiently when requested, and includes all actions taken to diagnose and rectify the
equipment malfunction.
Uptime Level:
Sleek Systems in conjunction with its principals, guarantees a 90% “UP” time of the
essential equipment. “UP” time is that period of time during which the essential
equipment is fully operational and is calculated on a maximum of 8 hours per day, 6
days per week and 52 weeks per year basis. Extended up time may be committed if
the customer agrees to meet necessary conditions.
Backup:
Sleek Systems maintains backup of similar performance for critical equipment.
Backups are installed until the time the original equipment can be rectified and
reinstalled.
Benchmark Testing:
If required, Benchmark testing is provided to customers before delivery.
Service Capabilities:
Sleek Systems over the years of experience has developed one of the most efficient
support systems in the industry in Pakistan. Presently it maintains full-fledged office
& workshop at Faisalabad where fully equipped hardware engineering laboratories
and trained hardware and software personnel are providing maintenance support for
the wide range of our products. Faisalabad office is staffed with hardware field
engineers and systems and application software personnel who have had extensive
training and experience on the products marketed by Sleek Systems. Direct technical
support is also available on the telephone during working hours on working days.
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For outstation clients, necessary training is provided to handle minor accidental
breakdowns. A list of basic tool kit and critical parts is suggested to be maintained.
Levels of Customer Support:
Level I: On Site Field Support Which includes service, trouble shooting and basic
repairs/replacements.
Level

II:

Lab/Workshop Level

Support

which

includes

reinforcement

of

engineers, components level repairs and stocking of parts at our main store. Head
Office also carries out coordination to maintain our main supply line, technical and
engineering services, consultancy services, product support and also liaison with the
Principals.
Level III: Principal Level Support which includes training of our engineers,
technical information and update materials and repair or replacement of parts which
may need to be done by them.

Training
Comprehensive training sessions are conducted at client’s or Sleek Systems
premises on the products to cover following areas:
Operation of hardware, software and operating system
Basic troubleshooting and fixing of minor accidental breakdowns
Implementation of environmental control
For network clients only, system administrator training (preferably at customer’s
premises)
For office automation training for our preferred clients
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Product Line:
Below is the list of our product range, in which we are optimizing our best
talent to render efficient services to the best satisfaction of our esteemed clients.

Power Intelligence
o

Solar Power System

o

Diesel Generators

o

Wind Energy (Under Development Phase)

Software Solutions
o

Campus Management System (CMS)

o

Point of Sale (POS)

o

Hospital Management Information System (HMIS)

o

School/College Management System

o

Paperless Account Inventory Control System

o

Complete Accounting System integrated with Sales and Purchase

o

Custom Made Solutions

IT Equipment (Hardware)
o

Interactive Cleverboards

o

CCTV Security Camera

o

Multimedia Projectors

o

Desktop Computers

o

Notebook, Tablet PCs

o

CISCO Routers & Switches

o

Complete Product Ranges
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Power
Intelligence
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Solar Power System:
Solar Power System used to be an outlandish energy idea that was fraught
with more issues in terms of getting it to work than results. However, those were the
very early days of the industry. Unfortunately, until people actually see the results
and potential benefits of today's solar power options, many still refer back to those
images from the 1980s when solar-power were still on the drawing board, so to
speak.
Today's solar photovoltaic power systems are light years ahead of those early
designs and haphazardous setups. The most modern systems use a method of sun
exposure to generate electricity via semiconductors. Simple, direct exposure to the
sun and its heat generate electrons that are then captured into the system and
translated into electricity. The design can be used for a variety of things as small as
powering a mobile phone to as large of a system as that needed to power your
home, office and industry.
Further, the cost of installing a solar photovoltaic system has come way down
from previous years. Where a system would have cost nearly 1200 Rupee per watt of
energy produced in 1998, it now costs a tenth of that price in 2014. That makes the
system far more available and more affordable for the users.
Solar electricity in 2014 is no longer an imaginary, fringe idea. With
photoelectric cells and a solar electric panel system, one can easily reduce his
electricity consumption and realistically reverse its cost by generating free energy
after one time investment. As a result, everyone should at least consider the
potential of installing solar photovoltaic power to overcome the increasing cost of
national grid system power.
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Our Goal
Our aim is to generate energy for the future. We develop, plan, build and
operate solar plants and systems up to the multi-megawatt range and are a specialist
wholesaler of turnkey photovoltaic plants and systems, solar modules, inverters and
all other components of photovoltaic plants and systems. Solar power remains the
most secure source of energy for the future.
Cooperating successfully with our customers and the sun, Sleek Systems is a
leading company in the solar thermal and photovoltaic industry with installation of
solar systems. As suppliers of solar installations we deliver holistically sustainable
outcomes. We pride ourselves on being a very unusual enterprise, owned 100% by
the people who work in it.

We are in dense partner networks
Our systems and service delivery are closely coordinated. We work with a
dense network of selected solar craft partners and specialized installers.

We work reliably
From the first consultation to dispatch from our logistics center we focus on
precise, customer-oriented outcomes. We regard smooth cooperation as one of the
arbiters of quality.

We drive solar progress
We drive solar progress with our own development division. Our ideas and
patents have shaped the solar energy industry.
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Our Project Capability and Solution
Solar Heating System
We offer complete Solar Heating System for home/commercial and industrial needs.

Solar Power Water Tube-Well for Irrigation
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Solar Power System for Residential, Commercial and Industrial

Large scale Solar Power Plants (Grids)
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Telecom Sector Solar Power Solution

Solar Power LED Street Lighting System
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Solar Water Heater

Our Extensive Product Range
The Sleek Solar Power, solar range reflects our on-going commitment to a zero
carbon lifestyle and a brighter future for us all. When it comes to creating efficient
and cost effective energy solutions that address today’s growing environmental
concerns, the Sleek Solar Power, Solar range of products leads the way. We have an
extensive product range as follows;
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Mono crystalline PV Solar Panels (100, 150, 200, 250) Watts
Ploy crystalline PV Solar Panels (100, 150, 200, 250) Watts
Solar Invertors
Solar Charge Controller
Dry Batteries (100 Amp, 200 Amp)
Solar Water Pumps
Solar Water Heater
Solar Mounting
LED Light (100, 120) Watts
LED Lighting Pole
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Diesel Generators:
* Sales (Diesel fuel and Petrol/Gas dual fuel)
* Rentals (Short & Long Term)
* Services (Repairing & Overhauling)
* Maintenance Contracts (Short & Long Term)
Sale:
Sleek Power Intelligence offers you maximum range of Generator sets,
according to your demand.
Brands available: Nissan, Perkins, Cummins, Caterpillar, John Deere, etc.

Range: 10 KVA to 1000 KVA, Diesel fuel
10 KVA to 30 KVA Petrol / Natural Gas dual fuel
Other Items:
Soundproof Canopy and ATS – auto panel.
Rental:
Several businesses such as Banks, Restaurants, Offices, Multinational
companies do not want to invest / block their funds in expensive generators for backup power. This is especially true when expansion is a possibility.
Remember, usually generators cannot be bought or sold easily, and so,
companies can rent back-up power from us. We provide complete solution, including
diesel level, battery condition and hours run round the clock.
Therefore, you have no Liability and your Generator is ready all the time, to use.
Further all Rental Generator sets are Low Noise.
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Services:
Sleek Power Intelligence has complete team for misc. services of your generators.
Repairing & overhauling, moreover;
Our team can do PM and CM for the below on 24 x 7 bases:
* Diesel Genset
* AVR
* ATS Panels
* UPS
* Batteries
Maintenance Contracts:
Sleek Power Intelligence has complete team to provide services of generator sets, so
we can well maintain your generator sets.
Maintenance Contracts can be done on Long Term & Short Term bases.
Preventive & Corrective MAINTENANCE of following equipment; Diesel fuel and Petrol
/ Gas fuel Power Generators.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Diesel fuel and Petrol / Gas fuel Power Generators
Scheduled Fueling of Gen sets
Distribution Panels
Battery / Rectifiers
Sequence Controllers
Fire Panel & sensors
Fuel Tank Leakage
Grounding
Air-conditioners
Line Conditioner
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Software Solutions
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Website Development
Mere existence on web is not sufficient nowadays. If a website has just static
information, chances are that it will start losing visitors soon. If any website is just
designed for a limited customer base, then probably the website maintenance staff
will not care to update or even visit it. Using a separate application for
administration, may lead to maintenance of data at two different places. On top,
frequent application updates and maintaining multiple copies of same data at
different places is a nightmare in itself. So, what is the solution? Why not have
something at a central place which is updated frequently, allows you administration,
gives you reports, and is available from any PC worldwide. Be it for a small office use
or for a multinational corporate, a complete Web Application can serve it all.
Whether you are planning to have a web presence or already have a website,
we enhance your websites by integrating it with unique web applications, so that
your website is more than just an online brochure of your company. If you are new
to web and want to establish a presence on the web, take a look at our:If you are thinking about framing a new application, you can opt for our web
based application service.
You are already having an application and want to migrate some or all of it on
the web; we provide various services to help you get there. We, at Sleek Systems,
understand that the process of migration from a standalone application to a complete
web based solution is usually done in phases and requires lot of testing or even data
migration. We usually encourage our Customers to try it out in small & well defined
pieces before transporting the entire application on the web.
We offer various web application services
* Add-Ons Website Components
* Web Interface to existing applications
* Module based migration to Web
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Web Promotions
You have your website up and ready. It has all the features and good design.
It's also fast and fancy. Great! But, where are the visitors? Who knows about the
existence of your website? Is it listed in popular search engines like Google, Yahoo
etc.? Are your friends and family the only people visiting your site? What about the
rest of the world? What are those millions of people on the net doing? Which sites are
they visiting? Why doesn't anyone ever visit your website? Just imagine, throughout
the world, thousands of consumers are hooking up with new companies every day
through their websites, and giving them business. Is your website fetching you, your
share?
The first step towards enhancing your web presence is to have a well-designed
web site.
But, creating a good website is only a small portion of the good work done.
The other, and often the most crucial part is promoting your Web Site. Your website
will not have frequent visitors unless it is well promoted and made popular to the rest
of the world. Promoting a website can be a complex task and requires the help of
experts with professional strategies.
We at Sleek Systems providing SEO services, website Promotion, Web
maintenance, listing in major search engine and optimized mainly for Google, MSN,
Yahoo and Alta Vista and others too. We will promote your website professionally so
that it attracts maximum visitors at all times. We ensure that your website becomes
popular and productive, bringing in new business opportunities for you. Our
experienced professionals frequently update your website, so that you get new
business from your website.
For your website to be promoted, we follow four crucial steps:
* Search Engine Listing
* Search Engine Optimization
* Free / Paid Directories submission
* Link Exchanges
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Using these techniques will increases page rank (PR), Search engine Ranking
(SERP) & backlinks in Google, Yahoo & MSN and will create maximum possible traffic
on your website, which will eventually increase the number of potential customers for
you. Our experts develop a well thought plan, according to your requirements, in
order to maximize your client base and enhance your publicity campaigns. This helps
you gain local as well as International Exposure. We guarantee you increased
revenue and website popularity when you choose from one of our standard Web
Promotion Packages.

Software Development
Sleek Systems offers a rich repertoire of software services to its clients seeking
customized software solutions. Be it complete office automation or database driven
solutions, Sleek Systems is the one stop solution center for all your software
requirements. We provide you with customized software at competitive prices with
free training and support. We offer exceptional performance and value in all our
software products and services without sacrificing quality. It's our assurance that you
get high quality software that would be unique and puts you on top of your
competitors. We possess the potential of providing the best custom software services
and hence Sleek Systems based at Pakistan, serves as just the right place for the
Software development in Pakistan for your company.

Custom Made Solutions
Standard software usually does not cater to all your business requirements.
Even the best fit software bundle will probably meet at the most 70% of what you
actually want. Any standard software either does not meet all your requirements or
the high end ones will carry features you will never use. So why settle for something
that is not meant for you!!
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Sleek Systems provide its clients with the exact tailor-made software solutions
that will meet their specific business requirements. Our team of experienced and
technical engineers will integrate application development with your line of business.
We have a standardized software development methodology which helps us provide
cost-effective and efficient software solutions to virtually any industry. This ensures
you get a robust and error-free product to serve you better and provide you with the
edge you deserve, over your competitors.

Customer Testimonials
Mr. Chaleon [Canada]
"Sleek Systems did a wonderful job on my website project. They were very efficient
and professional every step of the way. I will be using Sleek Systems for future
projects and I would definitely recommend them to others."
Mr. Khurram Shaikh [True Colors Corporation]
"Sleek Systems has gained expertise in delivering not only quick turnaround software
projects large scale software solutions. In doing so, Sleek Systems delivery
methodology has evolved incorporating the best-of-breed tools and techniques."
Mr. Farrukh Zaman [Klash (Pvt) Ltd - A Subsidiary of Klash Clothing, UK]
"We needed a defect tracking solution that would embrace our current processes
within development, quality assurance and product management. Sleek Systems
from Pakistan delivered the greatest versatility and functionality to meet our needs."
Mr. Farrukh Sahiq [M.B Textile - Faisalabad, Pakistan]
"Sleek System is good software house, they provide me Web Solution with good
design, error free business logic along with reasonable deployment timeframe."
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Mr. Muhammad Zubair [IT Manager, Shahbaz Spinning – Pakistan]
"I was using management system, the development of which seemed to have
somewhat stagnated, and I was searching for a way to put into it a few of the
features floating around that other software house had. That's how I found Sleek
Systems. What better solution they give me as a replacement/upgrade for my
management system.."
Mr. Muhammad Javaid [IT Manager, Sitara Textile Mills - Pakistan]
"It has been a pleasure working with Sleek Systems professional, efficient and
creative team. They are available 24/7 throughout the process of application
development. I will continue doing business with Sleek Systems in the future and
certainly

recommend

their

expertise

to

others. We

would

also

like

to

go

internationally for “e-Order”. The tool really solved tons of our problems."
Mr. Wasim Riaz [IT Manager, Jaguar Hosiery Pvt Ltd]
Sleek Systems personnel are extremely committed and positive in terms of services.
They are highly qualified, self-motivated and satisfactory persons regarding their
responsibilities. We think that Sleek Systems is among the top rated IT Services/
Solution providers in our country..
Mr. Asghar [IT Manager, Faisal Plastic Industry]
Managing business has become an easy task for us. The use of the software ensures
we are compliant and accurate every time. With all the features of the software
module we are confident that we are getting the maximum benefit out of it.
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Complete Accounting System with Sales and Purchases
Functions Overview:
* Unlimited Account openings.
* Different types of accounts (Suppliers, Customers, Employees, Expenses)
* Complete customized information about account
* Auto accounts information update.
* Single entry cash voucher with auto balancing cash account.
* Auto maintenance of cash book.
* Different banks handling with a single bank voucher.
* Auto maintenance of party ledgers.
* Auto calculated P&L & Balance Sheet.
* Cash and fund flow statements.
* Customized options included.
* A complete Accounts Manager.
* Software extendable to multi-terminals.
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Point of Sale
Functions overview
* Employees Profile Management
* A very robust mechanism of defining Promotional Offers
* A very strong mechanism of defining policy for Discount coupons.
* Products Management
* Supports the following product attributes
* Hierarchical Product category Management
* Support multiple currencies.
* Support multiple stores. Separate Sale price, opening qty, Minimum Quantity,
* Maximum Quantity and Re-order Quantity can be managed for every store.
Application Developed In:
.Net, SQL Server
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Campus Management System
Project Overview:
Modules Available
* Admissions
* Academics
* Examinations
* Financial Accounting
* Hostel Management
* Inventory Management
* HR/Payroll Management
* Library Management
* Vehicle & Transport Management
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Paperless Account Inventory System
Functions Overview
Introduction:
* Sleek Authorization is basically developed to meet the mentioned objectives.
* It’s totally a paperless environment which provides online, routing and approval of
documents only from authorized users.
* It has set the same pattern in all the departments within the company and also
facilitates the users to access their required documents in lighting speed.
* Moreover it’s also reduced the overall stationary cost of the company.
* By this we completely moved from manual/traditional documentation to electronic
documentation.
System has developed for:
* Move on paperless environment to reduce paper and accessory cost.
* To develop more security with flexibility as only authorized access.
* To maximize the working (Operation) speed even in the absence of personals the
works carry on.
* To set a same approval pattern in all departments with the organization.
* Online tracking/access for all important operational documents.
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Hospital Management Information Systems
Functions Overview
* Can manage Multiple Hospitals/clinics.
* Fully integrated with Accounting Systems.
* Patient Registrations
* Doctors and Paramedical Staff Registration.
* Patients Medical History, Problems, Treatments and Laboratory Test Details.
* Complete Hospital management from Patients/Inventories/Assets/Employees and
Healthcare Resources (I.e. doctors and paramedics).
* Laboratory Management System.
* Secrecy of the Patients medical Record.
* Integrated human Resource Management System.
* Appointments and Calendars for Doctors/Patients.
* Patient Medical Records as well as Ledgers.
* Doctors’ Appointments and Payments Records.
Oracle Form 6i – Oracle 10g
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School and College Management System
The Sleek Campus Management system is an integrated solution which takes
care of the various activities of an educational institution like College/School
management, student management, Fee Generation and Collection, Financial and
Human resource functions, etc. This Application is a desktop solution and upgradable
to Intranet and Internet System. The Smart Card Facility or Biometric recognition can
be added to meet specific client requirements.
Functions
* Student Information
* Human Resources and Payroll Management
* Hostel Management
* Inventory Management
* College Administration
* Library Management
* Financial Accounting
* User Accounts (Students As well as Faculty + Admin Staff)
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IT Equipment
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Sahara Interactive Cleverboards
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Major Products

CCTV SECURITY CAMERA SYSTEM

MULTIMEDIA (PROJECTOR, LCD, LED)

HEWLETT-PACKARD

Complete Range of Products

Hewlett-Packard Pte. Ltd.
Complete installation, training and
technical support / service facilities.

HP/3COM

Networking
ancillaries.

interface

&

other

Full technical backup and installation
facilities.

CISCO Systems Inc.

Cisco Routers, Switches, Networking
equipment & other accessories

DELL

Complete Range of Products

Complete installation, training and
technical support / service facilities.
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SONY

Complete Range of Products

Complete installation, training and
technical support / service facilities.

ACER

Complete Range of Products

Complete installation, training and
technical support / service facilities.
INTEL

Full range of Intel Processors,
Motherboards, & products.

SUPPORTING PRODUCTS
PRODUCTS/PRINCIPALS

DESCRIPTION

D-LINK

Networking
ancillaries.

TP-LINK
BAYNET

interface

&

other

AMP

Full technical backup and installation
facilities.

APC
ALPHA

UPS & Power Protection Products.

EMERSON/LIBERT
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We serve to satisfy our
clients in the best possible
way; at Sleek Systems you
will find a unique use of
technology for challenging
issues. Our aim is to provide
service which is one of a
kind. Our quality is our
commitment towards our
customers as we never stop
until the job is done. The
services we provide are
according to our customer’s
needs. We strive to produce
the best which can fill two
spoons
simultaneously;
satisfying our customer and
meeting their requirement.
Our work is our passion and
our quality is our pledge.
Our Project Management
Strategies keeps the client
and
the
delivery
team
aligned and focused on
results. It helps build a
partnership between the
client and our team. Our
mission is to provide the
world
community
with
science-intensive, innovative
services
and
solutions,
based
on
the
unique
combination
of
modern
scientific achievements and
information technology.
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SLEEK GROUP
Sleek Power Intelligence
Sleek Software and IT Solutions
SCOPS Centre of Professionals
Sleek College of Science & Commerce

SLEEK SYSTEMS (PVT) LTD
P-1426, Peoples Colony No.1
Block B, Faisalabad-38000
Phone: (+92)41 87 36 256
Fax

(+92)41 87 36 257

Email: i n f o @ s l e e k s y s t e m s . n e t

Network Websites
www.sleeksystems.net

www.thescops.com

www.sleekclassified.com

www.sleekarticles.com

www.sleeksight.com
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www.sleekcareer.com

